MicroVideo
A short introduc$on to Data in Broadcast Streams

This is by no means an exhaus$ve look at Data types used in broadcast, it does however, set out to
cover some of the more common uses of data and terms used in describing those data types and uses.
There is a whole area not covered by this short introduc$on which is 2nd screen and audience
monitoring. These are areas where a book could not suﬃce, however, there are plenty of ar$cles and
descrip$ons on Microvideos website and should you require any speciﬁc informa$on then please call
us.
Broadcast is shi#ing rapidly from its tradi2onal
linear produc2on model to ﬁle based systems. This
gives rise to tremendous ﬂexibility, instant delivery
and huge opportuni2es for cost reduc2on
primarily through improved eﬃciency. Those
eﬃciencies can only be realised however, if those
ﬁles are both accessible and usable: Access relies
on accurate informa2on, much of which regards
how the ﬁle is catalogued and archived. Usability
relies on the format of all aspects of the content,
the obvious picture resolu2on and audio format
but also the data carried both within the VBI,
VANC and HANC. Indeed the ﬂexibility and
eﬃciency improvements can only be fully realised
if the original content (Picture + Audio + Data) can
be read, managed, manipulated and converted to
meet the ﬁnal output criteria. Modern broadcast
facili2es rely on informa2on: equipment is
triggered by cue tones, switched by AFD’s, aligned
to 2mecode and managed by automa2on.

Data, embedded within the content, is not only
there for the beneﬁt of the broadcaster, data is
also there for the viewer in the form of cap2ons,
teletext, program guides, red bu3on interac2vity,
parental control and much more. Regardless of
who the intended user may be, there are only
three reasons for inser2ng data: to enhance, to
control or simply meet regional legal
requirements. Whoever makes use of the data, for
whatever reason that data was created and
whatever the intended use, the importance of
inser2ng, reading, managing and monitoring data
eﬃciently and eﬀec2vely throughout the
broadcast chain is essen2al.

Data inser2on is commonplace throughout the
broadcast industry and has been for the past 30
years. Ini2ally data was inserted into the VBI
por2on of the program stream as analogue
waveforms. With the advent of SDI these
waveforms were digi2sed, indeed much data
today is s2ll in analogue format and simply
converted to a digital waveform to be inserted
into the SDI stream. With the advent of HD, VBI
has been superseded by VANC. In terms of the

physical inser2on of data there is no real
diﬀerence. The primary diﬀerence is HD carries
only packe2sed data (i.e. not digi2sed waveforms)
these are now forma3ed as digital ancillary data
packets (with 000 3FF 3FF preﬁx) which carry
parallel data, rather than analogue signals that
have been digi2sed or serial digital data (eg Video
Index). This allows considerably more data per line
than previously possible. For instance, one VBI line
of teletext contains 40 displayed characters (+5
characters of run-in and framing codes). One line
in 1080i contains 1920 Y & C words in the ac2ve
video por2on (i.e. that used for VANC). One OP47
(see Teletext overleaf) 'mul2 packet' can contain
up to 5 analogue teletext lines and is about 255
words long. It is theore2cally possible to ﬁt 7 of
these mul2packets onto a single HD line
(equivalent to 35 old teletext lines), or more than
a full page on a single line. Again, it is theore2cally
possible to ﬁt the same amount of data into both
Y&C which would give approximately 70 analogue
SD teletext lines on a single HD line. Ul2mately
there are ques2ons regarding bandwidth in the
ASI transmission stream to put all this data in, but
it proves the vast poten2al for data to be u2lised
in HD transmissions. A suitably equipped set top
box is able to read this data and processes it as
required so the increase in volume of data will
inevitably lead to increased interac2on between
the viewer and the broadcaster, making true
interac2ve TV a certainty in the coming years.
Formats
Within the broadcast facility there is no diﬀerence
with regard to the transport or use of data in one
format or another. Regardless of whether the data
started life as an analogue waveform and was
subsequently digi2sed, or is inserted as SD or HDSDI it is carried with the picture and audio as a
single digital stream. As discussed above, the
primary diﬀerence for the broadcaster is not the
format of the data but the amount of data and the
uses it is put to. For instance, wide screen
signalling (Line 23 WSS) was primarily a European
ini2a2ve, it was ﬁrst introduced to account for the
consumer take up of 16:9 TVs, which was quicker

Fig:2. Data is used at every stage of the broadcast chain. Throughout that chain data needs to be inserted, read, monitored and manipulated. The equipment to perform those tasks must be
ﬂexible, future proofed and capable of performing mutliple func2ons in a mul2tude of formats.

and more widespread than in the rest of the world. WSS was
introduced speciﬁcally to address the consumer requirements
to switch formats between programs transmi3ed in 4:3 and
those transmi3ed as 16:9. Ac2ve Format Descriptors (AFD’s)
are in principle the same thing as WSS However, AFDs are
used extensively throughout the broadcast facility to switch,
for instance, aspect ra2o converters.

Similarly cue tones or triggers can be in the form of a line 23
waveform (analogue or digi2sed) or as a data string e.g. a
packet 31 teletext stream. There are always advantages and
disadvantages to whichever is chosen. As an example, a line
23 waveform is a robust signal, whilst in use it is present on
every frame, and as line 23 is considered part of the picture, it
is eﬀec2vely bandwidth free. The primary disadvantage with
line 23 is it can, when passing through the MPEG encoder,
become corrupted by stray mo2on vectors unless care is taken
in the encoding process. Packet 31 however, is a teletext
packet and is therefore passed without incidence by all
encoders. Packet 31 is normally only transmi3ed with a single
frame, so a dropped frame will result in a dropped cue tone
and therefore a missed ac2on somewhere downstream. If it
were a trigger for an ad server, it could be a very expensive
dropped frame indeed. Packet 31 could be pulsed with each
frame, but this is not bandwidth free. So Packet 31 is a very
simple solu2on, easy to work through encoders and decoders,
while a WSS waveform cue tone on the other hand is
bandwidth free and robust but not as simple to get through
the en2re signal chain.

Diﬀerent hardware, in the same way as diﬀerent data, also has
pros and cons. A PC with a commercial SDI interface is a low
cost op2on and well suited to oﬄine sub2tling. However, for
live broadcast, the low cost commercial interface cards o#en
cause both opera2onal and quality issues; professional quality
cards on the other hand can be prohibi2vely expensive. It is
therefore more robust, reliable and less expensive to use an
embedded system for data inser2on, albeit, if required,
interfacing with a standalone PC to provide the data carrying

the cap2ons. So each format of data and the equipment to
insert it has advantages and disadvantages, the important
point for a modern broadcast facility is that they have the
ﬂexibility to choose what data type is inserted from a single
hardware solu2on and the solu2on is not a proprietary
solu2on forced upon them. Similarly, as the world moves
toward standardisa2on of certain aspects of the broadcast
chain, (for instance 16:9, driven by the TV set manufacturers)
so equipment, in much use today, will become redundant. It is
therefore essen2al that the chosen solu2on has inbuilt
ﬂexibility in both the hardware and so#ware, but also is future
proofed, i.e. can be repurposed should requirements or
standards change in the future.

Data
In principle there are only two types of data that concern the
broadcaster, that which is produced by, or for them, such as
sub-2tles, metadata and program guides and that which is
generated by a piece of hardware situated in the transmission
stream; for instance AFD’s and cue triggers. The only ques2on
the broadcaster should need to answer is, “is the format of
the raw data to be inserted Analogue, digital, RS422/485/232,
TCP/IP, embedded within an exis2ng SDI stream?” None of
this should ma3er to modern data encoders/inserters. Neither
should it ma3er if the format of that data is not the format
required for transmission. For instance data forma3ed to an
SD standard when transmission is required in HD should be
managed by the inserter hardware. Transcoding data between
formats should be standard in any modern equipment. There
is too much data and too much change for modern data
management to be carried out by single func2on boxes; one
for inser2on, one for decoding, one for monitoring and one for
bridging/shuﬄing etc. Today’s modern data management
systems must insert, read, bridge, shuﬄe, copy, move and
transcode data in a single cost eﬀec2ve unit.
Flexibility
There are few guarantees in broadcast. The only guarantee
that anyone can give with certainty is that broadcast has, is

VANC
People o#en see the word ‘VANC’ and think it is something
mysterious, new, and diﬃcult to understand. In fact, it is in
eﬀect the same as VBI. The term VBI refers to the 2me taken
for the cathode ray beam to return to the top of the frame
a#er scanning a frame (or ﬁeld), while the term VANC means
‘ver2cal ancillary data space’, demonstra2ng that the
space/bandwidth associated with the TV transmission is now
ﬁrmly established as being used for transmi4ng ancillary data.

Ac$ve Format Descrip$on (AFD) and Bar Data
AFD and bar data is used to indicate how video shot in a
par2cular aspect ra2o should be displayed when shown on a
display of a diﬀerent aspect ra2o. For example, a movie shot
in 16:9 can be shown in two diﬀerent ways when displayed on
a 4:3 television, it can have bars added top and bo3om to
maintain the full image (the height of the bars being
determined by the bar data element of the signal if the aspect
ra2o is greater than 16:9), or it can have the sides of the
image cut oﬀ so that it ﬁlls the ver2cal space on the display.
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Ancillary Data Packet and Space Forma%ng
There are two types of ancillary data packet in component
(SDI) HD video; type 1 and type 2. This allows a wider range of
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Data Types
The following is by no means an exhaus2ve list of data types,
nor does it seek to give an in depth explana2on or analysis of
the merits or limita2ons of each. There are speciﬁca2ons for
data types that contradict, there are others that are evolving,
but this just goes to prove the need for a ﬂexible, future
proofed approach to managing data within the broadcast
facility and beyond to the relay sta2on and the viewer.

ANC Data Packet (type 2)

Checksum

Moving forward, with the increased presence of advanced set
top boxes, data for triggering revenue gathering features such
as disabling fast forward func2ons during ad breaks, or
showing a small adver2sement graphic during fast forward
can be implemented.

There is also the added complica2on, or should that be
opportunity, of DVB or ASI inser2on. Data can be inserted
directly into the ASI stream with the relevant 2ming
informa2on added to the header to ensure accuracy of, for
instance, switching of equipment or display of sub2tles. This is
especially useful where one par2cular point in the chain
receives and re-transmits programmes in an MPEG form,
nega2ng the need to decode and re-encode in order to insert
data, saving capital, overhead and infrastructure costs and
also maintaining picture quality.
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The viewer
The data that reaches as far as the consumer is decoded by
the set top box or TV, and acted upon accordingly. For
example, if data is received promp2ng an interac2ve icon to
appear on screen, the set top box recalls the icon and adds it
to the picture. If DVB sub2tles are present, the receiving
device adds them to the picture when required. When AFDs
associated to the program currently being viewed are present,
the set top box adds black bars to the sides of the picture, so it
doesn’t get squashed when viewed on a 16:9 TV. Data is also
inserted to enable interac2ve content and enhance the
consumer experience, such as viewer par2cipa2on in live
vo2ng, and the ability to set viewing reminders for a program.

data types (over 29000) to be used. The two types of data
packet are the same size, and the only diﬀerence is the way
the data is used inside the packet. Type 1 data has a DBN (data
block number) whereas type 2 has an SDID (secondary data
ID). Type 1 data with a DBN is used when there is a
requirement to dis2nguish several packets with the same DID
(data ID). The most common type of data packet used with
what was tradi2onally ‘VBI’ data is type 2, with type 1 mainly
used for audio data.

Reserved

and will con2nue to change. Through that change there is a
need to replicate all or part of legacy systems, but in new
formats. One example is the growth of playout centres.
Playout centres have long existed, but their scale and number
far exceeds that of only a few years ago. There is good reason
for this, eﬃciency, cost saving, and reduc2on of ﬁxed
overheads. Indeed it is no diﬀerent to the outsourcing and
‘core business’ focus seen in almost every other industry over
recent years. But this brings with it a series a challenges; each
broadcaster is used to doing things a certain way, these have
been developed over years, through format changes, through
legisla2ve changes and through technology changes. O#en the
playout centre has a service level agreement for one
broadcaster that requires completely diﬀerent data
management requirements to any of the many channels they
manage. This ﬂexibility can only be achieved with ﬂexible
systems and the ability of the hardware and so#ware within
the system to accommodate and work with a mul2tude of
diﬀerent incoming data while having the ﬂexibility to meet
their contractual obliga2ons independently for each individual
broadcaster.

Fig 2: showing the format of Type 2 Ancillary Data in a VANC mul2packet. Type 1
anclillary data has similar format with the Secondary Iden2ﬁer (SDID) replaced by a Data
Block Number (DBN) Type 1 is more commonly used for Audio data

Correct AFD signalling ensures that the footage reaches
consumers as the director intended.

Switching points
Speciﬁc switching points exist for two reasons. Firstly, to
ensure that a digital transmission can be switched to another
source without picture disturbance that is visible to
consumers. Secondly, to ensure that ancillary data is not
corrupted when a switch takes place (VBI data should not be
transmi3ed on the switching line). These switching points are
within a speciﬁed zone on par2cular VBI lines. The switching
line can diﬀer depending on the video standard in use, and
interlaced standards have a switching line speciﬁed in each
ﬁeld.

Control Signals
Control signals, also known as opt-outs, are used to trigger
other pieces of equipment in the transmission chain. For
example, a control signal can be inserted at the central
playout point of a na2onal television channel which has
mul2ple regions. This signal can be used at the start of ad
breaks to trigger adver2sement servers located in the remote
regions. These signals can also be used to switch other
equipment in to play, such as remote servers (for instance
local adver2sing or News)

Time-code
Timecode is used for synchronisa2on of equipment in the
broadcast chain, such as sub2tle/cap2on inserters, making
sure the cap2ons appear with the correct piece of video. It is
also used for synchronising automa2on, to ensure, among
other things, that commercials start and end at the correct
2me, and for audio, to make sure it’s in sync with the video.

Program Descriptors
Program descrip2on data is used in HD video to carry
informa2on which deﬁnes the characteris2cs of the audio and
video material being broadcast, such as whether the service
has cap2ons, details of the audio signal, informa2on for
parental control and program genre.

XDS/V-chip
XDS (eXtended Data Services) are used in NTSC video to carry
data such as 2me informa2on for se4ng clocks on VCRs and
TVs. It also carries basic informa2on such as programme name
and sta2on iden2ﬁca2on. It is also used to carry V-chip
content ra2ng data, which allows programmes to be blocked
based on the programme content. The consumer television is
programmed to allow viewing of content up to a ra2ng that is
chosen as acceptable for that par2cular set, and viewing is
blocked for any program outside this threshold.
DVB
More data is being inserted directly into the ASI transport
stream. Each mul2plexed stream carries a number of
programs (typically from 2 to 16) iden2ﬁed by the Program
Alloca2on Table (PAT), each program is mapped via the
Program Map Table (PMT) which breaks the program into
video, audio and data, each iden2ﬁed by Packet Iden2ﬁers
(PID’s). Data can be common across many program streams or
speciﬁc to a par2cular program stream. In deciding what data
is common and what is shared, many factors are taken into
account, for instance whether the mul2plexing is ﬁxed data
rate or sta2s2cal and these decisions go beyond the scope of
this document. Typically the type of data inserted directly in

the DVB stream includes; idents, GPI triggers and sub2tles.

In DVB sub2tling, sub2tles and basic graphics can be added to
video a#er the compression stage. When the inser2on occurs
at this stage, the sub2tles can either be converted to bitmap
form (bitmap DVB sub2tling), or the raw sub2tle data is sent
to the mpeg encoder (code based DVB sub2tling), before
being sent to the mux and transmi3ed with the sta2on
output. The advantage of code based sub2tling is it’s
backward compa2bility with teletext based receivers, while
bitmap sub2tling has the ability to generate character based
sub2tles, along with richer content using graphics, diﬀerent
fonts, sizes and colours.

Teletext (OP47)
Teletext is a means of transmi4ng basic pages of text
informa2on which can be decoded by the receiving television
set. It is also a means of increasing revenue through
adver2sing. One teletext page can be transmi3ed using the
VBI data space in 25 lines of 625 line video. Pages are
transmi3ed in a sequen2al manner, and data is normally
inserted on several VBI lines to speed up page cycling and
reduce the amount of 2me consumers have to wait for a page
to load. Teletext is also used as a means of transmi4ng
sub2tles/closed cap2ons in standard deﬁni2on 625 line video.
However, teletext is represented by an analogue waveform, so
with HD services, the OP47 sub2tling standard is the most
commonly used to produce what appears to the consumer as
the same end product.
CNI
Originally an analogue waveform giving country of origin
informa2on the Country and Network Iden2ﬁca2on (CNI) was
transmi3ed as a packet 30 teletext data packet and is now
available as OP47 packe2zed data. It is rarely used by
broadcasters today. The interes2ng point for this document is
a) its evolu2on from analogue waveform to packe2zed data
and b) its modern use, where it forms part of the audience
viewing data. Its use is not widespread, but signiﬁcant
nonetheless. CNI shows that both data and its uses evolve and
that unique uses for data, in whatever form, con2nue today.

Metadata
Probably the most misused and confused term in the
broadcast industry. Metadata is simply data which describes
data. Think of it rather like a library system, the library is
divided in sec2ons, each sec2on is categorised and then subcategorised, if you use the system you can ﬁnd what you are
looking for almost instantly, if you tried to ﬁnd the speciﬁc
volume by going through each shelf and each book you may
be at the library for longer than you would like. Metadata is
simply the categorisa2on and sub-categorisa2on of
informa2on required by broadcast engineers, researchers,
program makers and anyone else who needs to ﬁnd a speciﬁc
clip, or edit or produce content. It simply lets them know
where they will ﬁnd speciﬁc data they need to fulﬁl their
objec2ve.

Conclusion
Data and its management is an integral part of broadcas2ng.
Its uses, its formats, its genera2on, its transmission are all
changing and will con2nue to change. Hardware and so#ware
must be able to accommodate not just today’s requirements
but legacy and future requirements and must be ﬂexible
enough to manage interim solu2ons.

